Transcription factors (TFs) and microRNAs (miRNAs) comprise two major layers of gene regulatory networks (GRNs). TFs and miRNAs function coordinately, but they have distinct molecular mechanisms and evolutionary backgrounds. Therefore, we aimed to systematically reveal the difference in contribution between TF and miRNA networks to the evolution of their coordinated regulations by focusing on composite feedforward circuits (cFFCs) that each comprises a TF and an miRNA. We compiled 124,736 human-mouse conserved TF regulatory connections and 34,298 conserved miRNA regulatory connections into two distinct connection matrices. To differentially assess the contributions to cFFC formation of TFs and miRNAs, we randomized one matrix and kept the other unchanged and subsequently examined the number of cFFCs, the number of cFFC-targeted genes, and the redundancy formed by cFFCs in comparison with those of the real GRNs. Because the matrices represent selectively constrained networks, if selection has been operating on the networks for or against cFFC formation, the values of cFFC network properties would deviate significantly from the expectation of the randomized networks. As the cFFC includes both TF and miRNA connections, the partial randomizations indicate the extent of influence of selection on cFFC formation differentially between TF and miRNA networks. Thus, we adopted the deviation of each cFFC network property value as a measure to estimate the extent of influence of selection on cFFCs and to compare the contribution between TF and miRNA networks. We found that miRNA regulatory networks changed their configuration such that they conformed to the stable TF regulatory networks with an increased circuit redundancy and a marked reduction in the repertoire of cFFC-targeted genes. We also revealed that this redundancy-adding role is preferentially attributable to miRNA network alterations. The results indicate that the redundancy-adding role might serve as a niche for many miRNA connections to survive, avoiding conflicts with the stable TF regulatory networks.
Introduction
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) and transcription factors (TFs) regulate genes by distinct mechanisms. TFs are the transcriptional regulatory proteins that bind to cis-regulatory DNA elements, mainly upstream of the target genes. On the other hand, miRNAs are %22-nt single-stranded RNAs that posttranscriptionally repress target transcripts through complementary base paring of the miRNA seed sequence with transcript's target sites, located in the 3#-untranslated region (3#-UTR) (reviewed in Bartel 2004) . The number of genes recognized as encoding miRNAs has been increasing, and it is comparable to the number of TF genes. One miRNA has been estimated to modulate an average of 200 genes (Krek et al. 2005) , and more than 30% of human protein-coding genes are under the influence of miRNAs (Lewis et al. 2005) . Thus, miRNAs constitute a heavily overlaid regulatory network layer.
Synergistic control of such intricate miRNA regulations with TFs has been explored. MiRNAs and TFs coordinately function in gene regulatory networks (GRNs) with the formation of feedforward circuits (Shalgi et al. 2007; Tsang et al. 2007; Zhou et al. 2007 ) and/or feedback circuits (Shalgi et al. 2007; Tsang et al. 2007; Martinez et al. 2008) , which comprised miRNAs and TFs. These studies addressed the network topological feature of miRNA-TF interplay and the functional relationship with the coordinated regulation.
Systematic deep sequencing approaches have revealed that miRNA genes are subject to rapid evolutionary turnover of birth and death processes, where only 2.5% of new miRNA genes (0.3 genes per My) survive long in Drosophila ) and the newly emerged miRNA genes evolve rapidly, with some indications of adaptation (Lu, Fu et al. 2008) . For human and chimpanzee, hundreds of newly emerged miRNAs have been identified and many of them are under very weak evolutionary constraint (Berezikov et al. 2006) . Interestingly, miRNAs with extremely low expression levels have been shown to be evolutionarily nearly neutral possibly forming ''a pool of raw materials of evolution'' (Liang and Li 2009) . These distinctive evolutionary features of miRNAs are likely to lead to regulatory networks that are different from those of TFs.
Therefore, the present study aimed to reveal the difference in contribution between TF and miRNA networks to the evolution of their coordinated regulations. Based on the difference in contribution to the evolution of TF-miRNA coordinated regulations, we also inferred the difference in the contributions of TFs and miRNAs to GRNs. To assess the influence of miRNAs and TFs, both of which are coordinated, we focused on composite feedforward circuits (cFFCs) that each comprises an miRNA and a TF. The feedforward circuit is a significant network motif in GRNs (Shen-Orr et al. 2002) , and the cFFC has been found to constitute an important regulatory component in miRNA-TF interplay (Shalgi et al. 2007; Zhou et al. 2007) . The cFFC in the present study consisted of an miRNA, an intermediary TF, and a target gene. In this cFFC, the miRNA has effects on the intermediary TF such that the intermediary TF jointly regulates the target gene by forming a feedforward circuit.
To differentially demonstrate the contributions to the coordinated regulations of TF and miRNA networks, we devised a partial randomization approach in which one matrix was randomized, whereas the other was kept unchanged (and vice versa). We subsequently examined the degree of overrepresentation or underrepresentation of the numbers of cFFCs, cFFC-targeted genes, and cFFC redundancy in comparison with those in the real human GRNs. The deviation of each of those cFFC network property values was adopted as the measure to estimate the influence of selection on cFFC formation and to compare the difference in contribution to cFFC formation between TF and miRNA networks. Because we examined evolutionarily constrained networks, if the selection has acted on networks for or against cFFC formation, the network configurations of TFs and miRNAs would be skewed, and the skew concerning cFFC formation is quantifiable as the deviation of each cFFC network property of the real networks from the random expectation. The cFFC in this study has three edges when we deem each regulatory connection of a cFFC as an edge, the miRNA has two edges, and the TF has one edge. Therefore, concerning cFFC formation, the partial network randomization enables us to estimate the extent of influence of selection acting only on miRNA networks or only on TF networks due to either miRNA connection edges or TF connection edges of the cFFCs being shuffled.
We demonstrate the ways in which miRNA networks intensively altered to conform to TF networks with added circuit redundancy and by radically reducing the target gene repertoire through cFFC formation.
Materials and Methods

Orthologous Human-Mouse Upstream and 3#-UTR Sequences
We downloaded the genome data of human Build 36.3 and mouse Build 37.1 from National Center for Biotechnology Information (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/). We selected genes whose 8-kb upstream sequences did not overlap with other genes. Orthologs were identified with the official gene symbol match. If a gene had an alternative transcription/ translation start and/or end sites, we always adopted the 5#-most site for the start site and the 3#-most site for the end site. We obtained 5,169 human-mouse orthologous gene pairs.
TF Gene Selection
Within the 5,169 human genes, we searched TRANSFAC (Wingender 2008 ) professional version 12.2 for every TFbinding site (TFBS) motif matrix that 1) unequivocally corresponded to an official gene symbol, 2) was included in the identified orthologs, 3) was able to function without forming complexes with other TFs, 4) was not a composite matrix, and 5) was recognized as a human motif (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
Conserved TFBS Prediction
We searched 8-kb upstream sequences for TFBSs for the 83 TFs using MATCH (Kel et al. 2003) . Conserved blocks were identified using ReAlignerV (Iwama et al. 2008 ) with the default settings. We retrieved every TFBS that was in the same direction, located within a conserved block, and showed !90% human-mouse identity. Finally, we predicted 386,241 conserved TFBSs and identified 124,736 conserved nonredundant TF-targeting connections. Based on this result, we compiled into a TF connection matrix, M, in which if at least one TFBS exists for a pair of a TF, j, and a gene, i, the corresponding cell M ij 5 1, otherwise M ij 5 0. Accordingly, the resultant connection matrix M represents the transcriptional targeting of the 83 TFs to the 5,169 genes (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online).
Conserved Blocks in the 3#-UTR
We aligned orthologous 3#-UTR sequences using ReAlignerVR with the default settings. ReAlignerVR was modified from the original ReAlignerV that was used for aligning upstream sequences. Both ReAlignerV and ReAlignerVR adopt the algorithm of REALIGNER (Iwama and Gojobori 2004 ) that initially searches a pair of input sequences for locally conserved blocks. The programs then construct global alignments by removing nonsyntenic and overlapped aligned blocks that have lower bit scores. ReAlignerVR starts this global alignment construction process from 5# ends of input sequences, whereas ReAlignerV starts the process from 3# ends of input sequences. In other words, ReAlignerVR utilizes the 3#-end of protein-coding sequence as an anchor, whereas ReAlignerV utilizes the 5#-end of coding sequence as an anchor to initiate the global alignment construction. This coding sequence-anchored approach yields robust alignments (Iwama et al. 2008) . ReAlignerVR is available from the ReAlignerV Web site (http://genet.med.kagawa-u.ac.jp/).
Conserved miRNA Target Sites
We downloaded mature miRNA sequences from miRBase (version 10.1) (Griffiths-Jones et al. 2008 ) from http:// www.mirbase.org. For miRNA target site prediction, the executable PITA program (Kertesz et al. 2007 ) was downloaded from http://genie.weizmann.ac.il/pubs/mir07/. We used the PITA program to search each of the 5,169 human 3#-UTR sequences for miRNA target sites, querying each Iwama et al. · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq231 MBE human mature miRNA under the following conditions: 1) an exact 8-nt or 7-nt seed match, 2) no wobble match allowed, and 3) DDG , 0. We then selected each human miRNA target site that was 100% identical with the corresponding aligned mouse sequence within a conserved 3#-UTR block. Finally, we predicted 35,850 conserved miRNA target sites and identified 34,298 conserved nonredundant TF-targeting connections. Based on this result, we compiled the miRNA connection matrix, l, in which if at least one miRNA target site existed for a pair of an miRNA, j, and a gene, i, the corresponding cell l ij 5 1, otherwise l ij 5 0. Accordingly, the resultant matrix l represents posttranscriptional targeting of 564 mature miRNAs to the 5,169 genes (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online).
Submatrices of the Matrix l
We made submatrix l miRNA-TF so that l miRNA-TF sufficed l ij (i 2 the 83 TF genes) and made submatrix l miRNA-target so that l ij (i ; the 83 TF genes).
Randomization of Connection Matrices
Each randomization procedure was performed in a degree preserving manner (Shen-Orr et al. 2002) so that every TF j (or miRNA j) should target the same number of genes as in the original matrix and every gene i should be targeted by the same number of TFs (or miRNAs) as in the original matrix. For each matrix, we generated 1,000 randomized matrices by the stepwise swapping-cell approach (Shalgi et al. 2007 ). Every randomized matrix was generated from the original matrix.
To determine the number of swapping steps to obtain sufficient randomization of each of the original matrices M and l, we monitored the number of value-changed elements from the original matrix by varying the number of swapping steps, and for each number of swapping steps, we repeated the randomization 100 times. As a result, the number of value-changed elements reached a plateau phase with 500,000 swapping steps for each of matrices M and l, and the use of more than 500,000 swapping steps yielded no significant increases in the numbers of valuechanged elements (supplementary fig. S1A and B, Supplementary Material online). Therefore, we determined that 500,000 swapping steps were sufficient for randomization of the original connection matrices and also the subpart matrices of l, l miRNA-target , and l miRNA-TF .
Statistical Analyses
For randomization analyses, we computed the mean and standard deviation (SD) on each series of 1,000 randomized matrices for M, l, l miRNA-target , and l miRNA-TF . P values were estimated based on the mean and SD of each series of randomized 1,000 matrices assuming normal distribution for each property on the real GRNs.
Results and Discussion
Number of cFFCs in the Real GRN Compared with That of Random Expectation
To assess the different contributions to cFFC formation of TF and miRNA networks, we first performed three types of randomization procedure. First, only the TF connection matrix, M ( fig. 1A ), was randomized, whereas the miRNA connection matrix, l ( fig. 1B) , was kept the same as the original, which was termed ''TF connection randomization.'' Second, only the miRNA matrix, l, was randomized with the TF matrix M kept the same as the original, which was termed ''miRNA connection randomization.'' Finally, both M and l matrices were randomized, which was termed ''miRNA-TFboth connection randomization.'' The three randomizations are shown schematically in figure 2A .
As a result, for any of the three types of randomization, the total number of cFFCs in the real human GRNs showed no significant deviation from random expectations (table 1  and fig. 2B ). These results indicate that the overall number of cFFCs in the real GRNs was not overrepresented or underrepresented at a statistically significant level. Concerning the number of cFFCs, we will discuss this in detail in the later sections based on the results of the one-edged randomization approach.
Drastic Reduction in cFFC-Targeted Gene Repertoire
In the present study, we define the number of cFFC-targeted genes as the number of genes that are targeted by at least one cFFC, which represents the nonredundant set of cFFCtargeted genes. The number of cFFC-targeted genes was drastically reduced, far below the level of random expectation (P % 1.8 Â 10 À44 ), by the procedure of miRNA connection randomization and by miRNA-TF-both connection randomization (P % 1.8 Â 10 À41 ) ( fig. 2B and table 1 ). Conversely, the TF connection randomization resulted in very little deviation in the number of cFFC-targeted genes compared with that of the real GRNs ( fig. 2B and table 1 ), indicating that the TF networks are likely to be indifferent to alterations in miRNA network configuration. These results suggest that miRNA networks extensively altered the Evolution of Interplay of microRNA and TF Networks · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq231 MBE configuration such that they diminish the target gene repertoire in accordance with the TF networks.
Increased Redundancy through cFFC Formation
Some genes of interest were redundantly targeted by more than one cFFC. Thus, we define the cFFC redundancy as the ratio of the total number of cFFCs to the number of cFFCtargeted genes, which also represents the average number of cFFCs that participate in targeting one gene. In contrast to the sharp reduction in the number of cFFC-targeted genes, the cFFC redundancy in the real GRNs was significantly overrepresented in the real GRNs for (P % 3.9 Â 10
À6
) miRNA and (P % 1.5 Â 10 À5 ) miRNA-TF-both connection randomizations, although this tendency was not seen for TF connection randomization (table 1 and fig. 2B ). TF networks again remained stable and indifferent to the changes in miRNA network configuration. These results could indicate that miRNA networks altered their configuration to increase redundancy for target genes through cFFC formation in accordance with the stable TF networks.
At this point, we might need to consider the possibility that the increase in cFFC redundancy was no more than a consequence of the reduced cFFC target gene number with the not-so-deviated number of cFFCs. To address this question, we will show that the increase in cFFC redundancy is a specific characteristic of miRNA connections in later sections.
Increased miRNA-Derived cFFC Redundancy
A unitary cFFC in this study ( fig. 3A) has one target gene. In the case of multiple distinct cFFCs having one common target gene ( fig. 3B) , the same number of miRNAs and TFs participate in targeting one gene. In some cases (as exemplified in fig. 3C ), one gene is targeted by multiple (in this case, three) cFFCs, but the multiple cFFCs have one common TF. For this type of graph, it can be considered that a TF-target connection is made redundant by 3D ) in which multiple cFFCs that target one gene share one common miRNA with distinct multiple TF loops. For this pattern, we consider that an miRNA-target connection is made redundant by TF loops. For all the three patterns, the cFFC redundancy is three for one target gene, but the ways in which the redundancy is achieved are different between miRNA and TF connections. As indicated in the section ''Increased Redundancy through cFFC Formation,'' if the way in which miRNA connections add redundancy to the TF networks through cFFC formation is a specific characteristic of miRNAs, it is expected that the miRNA-looped cFFC redundancy ( fig. 2C ) would be more frequent in the real GRNs than the random expectation and would exceed the TF-looped cFFC redundancy. Consequently, we examined the number of TF-target connections that participate in cFFCs (denoted as c TF-target ), and we defined the miRNA-derived cFFC redundancy (denoted as r miRNA ) as the ratio of total cFFCs to c TF-target . In the same way, we enumerated the number of miRNA-target connections that participate in cFFCs (c miRNA-target ) and computed the ratio of the TF-derived cFFC redundancy (r TF ). Then, we compared the r miRNA of the real GRN with the random expectation of r miRNA and also compared r miRNA with r TF .
As a result ( fig. 2C ), we found that the miRNA-derived cFFC redundancy (r miRNA ) in the real GRNs was markedly higher than random expectation (P % 2.6 Â 10
À270
) for miRNA connection randomization and for miRNA-TF-both connection randomization (P % 3.5 Â 10
À257
). Furthermore, we found that the miRNA-derived cFFC redundancy was significantly higher in the real GRNs than TF-derived cFFC redundancy (P % 5.8 Â 10
À4
, t-test) for miRNA connection randomization and for miRNA-TF both connection randomization (P % 0.010, t-test). By contrast, the TFderived cFFC redundancy (r TF ) in the real GRNs showed no significant deviations from the random expectation for miRNA and miRNA-TF-both connection randomizations. Again, the TF connection randomization revealed little deviation from the random expectations and no significant difference between r miRNA and r TF .
These results demonstrate that the miRNA-derived cFFC redundancy contributes to the increase of cFFC redundancy far more than TF-derived cFFC redundancy and that the TF networks contribute little to the added redundancy through formation of cFFC. Therefore, the comparison between miRNA-derived and TF-derived cFFC redundancies further support the notion that the miRNA networks have altered their configuration such that the regulatory network redundancy is increased by miRNA looping connections.
One-Edged Randomization of miRNA Connections
So far, the TF connection randomization revealed that very stable nature of TF networks in which TF network configuration altered very little in coordination with miRNA network alterations. However, we wondered if this result might be affected by the difference in the number of shuffled edges (connections) in a unitary cFFC. The rationale is as follows. A unitary cFFC of interest ( fig. 3A) has one TF-target edge (connection), whereas a unitary cFFC has two edges (connections) originating from the one miR-NA, one of which affects the target and the other affects the TF. The miRNA randomization procedure shuffles the two edges of the miRNA, whereas the TF randomization procedure shuffles one edge of the TF (fig. 4A) . Consequently, we examined any influence in the results caused by the difference in the number of edges between the miR-NA and the TF in a unitary cFFC.
For this purpose, we adopted two miRNA connection randomization procedures ( fig. 4B ). In one randomization procedure, every miRNA-TF connection was fixed and only the miRNA-target connections (i.e., exclusive of 83 TFs) were randomized. We termed the randomized subpart in l as ''l miRNA-target '' ( fig. 4C ) and termed this randomization ''miRNA-target connection randomization'' ( fig. 4B ). In the other procedure, only miRNA-TF connections were randomized with the miRNA-target connections all being fixed. We termed this randomized subpart in l as ''l miRNA-TF '' ( fig. 4C ) and termed this procedure ''miRNA-TF connection randomization'' ( fig. 4B ). For these two procedures, the matrix M that represents all the TF-target connections was kept unchanged. Accordingly, these two procedures are equivalent to the TF randomization in the sense that only one edge of the miRNA or the TF in a unitary cFFC is randomized.
Both the one-edged miRNA connection randomizations revealed 1) a reduced number of cFFC-targeted genes, 2) an increase in cFFC redundancy, 3) an increase in the miRNAderived redundancy, and 4) a higher miRNA-derived cFFC redundancy than TF-derived cFFC redundancy at high significance levels ( fig. 5) . These results suggested that the resultant four trends (1-4 above) are consistent with the Evolution of Interplay of microRNA and TF Networks · doi:10.1093/molbev/msq231 MBE miRNA connection randomization (the whole l randomization). Therefore, we confirmed that the four main trends we found were not attributable to the difference in the number of the edges randomized.
One-Edged Randomization Results Support miRNAs' Preferential Contribution to Redundancy
In addition to the four main consistent trends mentioned in the section ''One-Edged Randomization of miRNA Connections,'' the one-edged miRNA connection randomization approaches revealed important differences in alterations of miRNA network configuration between miR-NA-TF connections and miRNA-target connections. A marked difference was that the miRNA-target connection (l miRNA-target ) randomization revealed a significant underrepresentation of the number of cFFCs (P % 5.75 Â 10
À6
), whereas the miRNA-TF connection (l miRNA-TF ) randomization overrepresented the number of cFFCs (P % 0.04). The resultant discrepancy suggested that the involvement of miRNAs in the TF's effects on the target is favored through cFFC formation, whereas, in contrast, the direct involvement of miRNAs in target genes through cFFC formation is subject to a stringent thinning-out processes.
Despite the thinning-out processes, however, the miRNAtarget randomization markedly overrepresented miRNAderived redundancy (P % 2.40 Â 10 À1729 ) in the real GRN compared with the random expectation. This result strongly supports the view that the increase in cFFC redundancy is attributable to a specific characteristic of miRNA connections. Therefore, the hypothesis that the increase in cFFC redundancy is merely the consequence of the reduced cFFC-targeted genes is unlikely. Interestingly, this result also indicates that miRNAs tend to serve as redundancy-adding agents toward target genes in coordination with TFs. Consistent with this notion, miRNA-target connection randomization revealed that the TF-derived redundancy showed a significant underrepresentation (P % 2.44 Â 10 À6 ), indicating that TFs tend to avoid strengthening the direct effect of miRNAs on target genes by forming cFFCs.
Conclusion
In respect of the cFFC formation, miRNAs have contributed much to GRNs through introducing intensive alterations of network configurations. In contrast, TFs have contributed to GRNs through providing stable fabrics with little network configurational alterations for miRNA-TF coordinated regulations. This difference suggests that miRNA networks altered to conform to TF networks for the coordinated regulations concerning cFFC formation.
It should be noted that, in this study, the basis for the changes in configuration of TF and miRNA networks resulted from the difference in the selected-out connections, that is, selectively not maintained connections because we examined the conserved TF and miRNA networks. We demonstrated that miRNAs differ from TFs in their contributions to miRNA-TF coordinated regulatory networks through cFFC formation with the following four features. First, miRNA networks changed configuration such that the miRNA connections have a significantly increased cFFC redundancy for target genes. Second, the repertoire of cFFC-targeted genes has been radically thinned out far below the level of random expectation by miRNA network alterations. Third, the increase in cFFC redundancy was preferentially attributable to miRNA connections. Finally, miRNA networks show a sharp contrast to the stable feature of TF networks, which are apparently indifferent to the remarkable deviations of miRNA networks. These resultant features of miRNA networks suggest that the major role of miRNA connections is to add redundancy to the stable TF networks in terms of cFFC formation. These results await further analyses on the other types of coordinated circuits, for example, a cFFC in which feedforward is formed by a TF instead of an miRNA.
It might be worth further addressing the question to what extent this redundancy-adding role of miRNAs is bona fide adaptive for the organism. If the marked increase in redundancy caused by miRNA network alterations is adaptive for the organism, the cFFCs would not be expected to cover a much less number of genes than its random expectation. Thus, in most cases, the miRNA-derived cFFC formation might be deemed as substantially detrimental. 
MBE
A rapid turnover of miRNAs could feed many new miRNAderived cFFCs and cFFC redundancy, but most of them would be detrimental because they perturb the established regulatory systems. Because the present study dealt with the conserved networks between human and mouse, the newly emerged cFFCs after human-mouse divergence were out of range of the analyses. However, our results indicate that the miRNA-derived cFFC redundancy that was somehow tolerated at the time point of human-mouse divergence has been further selected out after the divergence.
In a minority of regulatory connections, however, the miRNA-derived cFFC redundancy could be beneficial or at least not detrimental. The benefits can be explained by adaptive regulatory mechanisms, for example, tuning, failsafe, or robustness. This minority of beneficial connections potentially tolerates miRNA-derived redundant connections, which are not necessarily beneficial, to be accumulated intensively, and subsequently cFFC redundancy has increased despite the markedly reduced target gene repertoire. This scenario could suggest that a large part of cFFC redundancy is tolerated rather than favored. Therefore, our results indicate the possibility that the redundancy-adding role serves as a niche for many (but not all) miRNA connections to survive for miRNAs' sake, avoiding conflicts with the stable TF regulatory networks.
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Supplementary tables S1-S3 and supplementary fig. S1A and B are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/). miRNA-target connection randomization miRNA-TF connection randomization FIG. 5 . Comparison of Z and P values between miRNA-target and miRNA-TF connection randomizations. The degree of deviation of the real GRNs from the random expectation based on each series of 1,000 randomized matrices is shown with Z and P values for each property. P values were estimated assuming normal distribution based on the series of 1,000 randomized matrices. The Z values are color coded according to the scale at the bottom.
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